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Transverse

tomograrns

have

been

generated

Irom gamma camera pictures by the implemen
tation of a Fourier
reconstruction
technique.
Given a set of projections
of a radioactive
ob
ject obtained
from
various
angles around
a
central

axis,

it can

be shown

that

the

Fourier

transforms
of these projections
yield a sampled
representation
of the Fourier transform
of the
activity distribution
of the object. From this it

Ls possible

to reconstruct

a tomogram

of the

object by processing
and inverse transforming
the sampled
frequency
function.
Tomo grams
reconstructed
by this technique are of high quid
ity, demonstrating
spatial accuracy and quan
titative accuracy within limits imposed
by in
ternal
absorption,
detector
resolution,
and
counting
statistics.

Rochester,

New York

not be limited to techniques which reconstruct three
dimensional images as a gestalt. A set of contiguous,
serial tomographic
images of an object in effect
constitutes a three-dimensional
image if each tomo

gram contains data only from the corresponding sec
tion of the object. This approach

simplifies the situa

tion both conceptually and operationally by reduc
ing the reconstruction
problem from three to two
dimensions and also solves the problem of displaying

a three-dimensional image having internal structure
without

obscuring

that structure

from clear obser

vation.
The form of tomography

known as transverse

axial

or transverse section tomography (TST) as exem
plified by the EM! Scanner for transmission

imaging

(1 ) and the work of KuhI, et al for emission imag
ing (4)

yields section

images

which

are independent

of each other in terms of data content. Thus a tech

nique yielding quantitatively accurate transverse
There is great interest in developing a method of section tomograms also represents a solution to the
nondestructively determining the internal structure problem of three-dimensional imaging.
of three-dimensional
objectsfrom externalmeasure
Among the many known techniques for recon
ments. A typical problem is to determine the dis
structing TSTs (5,6) is one which we shall call the
tribution of the absorption coefficients in an object Fourier transform technique (FTT) . In addition to
measured by a transmitted beam of radiation such having a sound theoretical foundation, this and re
as x-rays or electrons (1â€”3). Objects which are lated â€œnoniterativeâ€•
techniques have certain appar
self-luminous;
in terms

e.g., radioactive,

of their

internal

radiant

can also be imaged
intensity

distribu

tion. Problems such as these are found in many fields
such as electron microscopy, radiology, radioastron
omy, and nuclear medicine. Although such diverse
applications suggest separate problems, the actual
difference lies only in the measured quantities and
the approach followed in gathering the measure
ments. The problem may thus be considered as one
of â€œthree-dimensionalimaging techniquesâ€•independ
ent of the type of image being reconstructed. Our
use of the term â€œthree-dimensionalimagingâ€•will
imply the concept of both spatial and quantitative
accuracy in the final reconstruction.
The concept of three-dimensional imaging need
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ent advantages which make them particularly
tive for clinical use (7).

attrac

The VJ@@T
was independently discovered by sev
eral groups of investigators in diverse fields. Brace
well (8) originally proposed the technique in radio
astronomy

published

in I 956.

In

1968

DeRosier,

their work on the application

et al (2)

of the tech

nique to electron microscopy and in I 969 Tretiak,
et al proposed and demonstrated the same method
for the reconstruction of x-ray tomograms (3) . The
work of these authors has demonstrated the validity
Received Feb. 5, 1974; revision accepted June 4, 1974.
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and usefulness of the technique

for both transmissive

and emissive imaging situations.
The considerations discussed above provide a
strong justification for the belief that a three-dimen
sional imaging system based upon the FTT is both
possible and practical in nuclear medicine. Prelimi

nary work in our laboratory has also supported this
belief (7,9,10) . In this paper we present

a review

based on delta function sampling of the theory Un
derlying the FTT and its relationship

to some other

tomographic techniques and present the results of
an implementation of this technique using conven
tional nuclear medicine

instrumentation.

FIG. 1. Hypothetical
distribution
ofradioactivity
a(x,y,z)
show

DEFINITIONS

The

following

terminology

will

be

followed

ing coordinate system orientation
and relationship
of tomographic
section a(x,y,zo) to single-detector element during data acquisition.

throughout the remainder of the discussion. This rep
resents a slight modification
posed by Rowland (11).

of the terminology

pro

The data input to the reconstruction process con
sists of a Set of images

of the object

obtained

from

(x',y')

System

is rotated

by 0 degrees

with

respect

to the fixed (x,y) frame of reference.
A one-dimensional projection along the rotated

x'direction
isgiven
by

various angles around a central axis passing through
g@(x',z0) = J@

the object. In the present application this data con
sists of a set of two-dimensional
images of a radio
active object obtained with a standard gamma cam

era. These images will be called rotation views. The
irradiance

data in each rotation

view lying along a

line at right angles to the axis of rotation at the level
of the desired tomographic section will be called a

projection.
A ray is a region of the picture lying between two
parallel lines extending outward normal to the pro
jection. There will be a set of m rays of equal width
associated
with each projection
and
entire area of the desired tomogram.

covering

the

For each projection there will be an angle 0 be
tween that projection and the x axis (Fig. 2).
The real ray sum is the measured

integral

value

for each ray of each projection.

ao(x',y',z0)

dy'

( 1)

where the detector is idealized to have an extremely
narrow

field of view

(collecting

rays

only in the y'

direction) and internal absorption losses are ignored
(vide infra).

A set of go(x',z0) functions result from obtaining
many projections of the source function a(x,y,z@)
at incremental values of angular rotation 0. The
Fourier

transform

of

each

g@(x',z0)

given

by

Ge(u',zo) provides the Fourier transform of the
source function along one radial line in frequency
space. This radial line is at the same orientation

as

the projection. The process is mathematically shown
in the formulation
below and depicted in Fig. 2,
where Ae(u',v',z@,) is the two-dimensional
Fourier

transform of ao(x',y',z0).

THEORY

The FTT is based on the fact that the one-dimen

sional projections of a source provide information
about the spatial frequencies present in the source.
Many projections appropriately chosen may then be
used to determine the spatial frequency representa
tion of the entire source.
Consider the three-dimensional
source depicted
in Fig. 1. Its isotopic radiant intensity distribution

y@ a(xyz0)

V1

â€œI

is given by a(x,y,z) . Using a detector
with a very
narrow field of view, only a section of the source at

level z0 is interrogated during a single scan (Fig. 1).
The orientations

of the projections

can be related

and expressed in terms of a rotated Cartesian coor
dinate system

982

(x',y')

as shown in Fig. 2. The new

FIG.2. Tomographic
section
fromFig.1 viewed
fromabove
showing relationship of any single protection go(x',zo)and its car
responding Fourier transform Go(u',zo) to initial
tated (x',y',z) coordinate systems.
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If the limits of integration are then expanded from

Ao(u',v' = 0,z@) = Ge(u',zo)

@ I _@
a.(x',@,z@,)
expâ€”121r(x'.u'+Y'.o)dx'dyl
(2)

â€”00to 00the two-dimensional
transformbecomes

Substituting

a(x,y,z@) = i:

from Eq. 1 gives

(3)
It is seen that setting v' = 0 reduces the above
expression to a one-dimensional Fourier transforma
tion of the measured projection go(x',zo) . Physically
this means

one can find the spatial

variations

or

spatial frequency components in the x' direction
separately from those in other directions. Hence the
spatial frequency function can be synthesized se
quentially, along one line at a time, until its two
dimensional polar form is approximated. At this
point the spatial frequency function is known along
radial lines in frequency space. Essentially, the

(6)

. . (Nâ€”i)

where

A.(p,z0)

@A(p4,zo) O:@p <
= kA(p,ir+
@zo) @Â°
< p< 0

a(x,y,z)

â€”
â€” â€˜@@â€˜
ir (Â°Â°A@e0(p,zo)
(7)

n=0,1,2,@

. . (Nâ€”i)

which is a sum of sheet functions (back projections)
obtained

by one-dimensional

inverse transforms

in

tegrating

has certain

rotation

function

has

been

sampled

in a

views.

will, however,

The

value

at the

origin

A(0,0,z0)

be N times too large. This can be

any single projection

to determine

the dc

component.

The desired tomographic

reconstruction

is ob

tamed by inverse Fourier transforming
the frequency
function. Before this can be done a correction
must

be introduced

for the scaling of the spatial frequency

components which occur because of the angular
sampling in frequency space. This correction can be
accomplished

in either

of two ways.

Consider the polar representation
dimensional

a(x,y,z)

@

inverse

= i:@ I:

Fourier

transform:

[@

- nOo)]

. A(p,@,z@,)

of the two

â€¢d@
.d4@ (4)

forn=0,1,2,'
. . (2Nâ€”1)andN=,r/00
It can be seen that the angular sampling function
8(4k _ n00)/p, which carries a er/N weight has in
troduced

an inverse

components
low-frequency

@

n=0,1,2,

p1â€˜d@
d4

corrected by dividing this point value by N or in

frequency

manner determined by the angle 0 between individual

@

â€”n8@)

the radial coordinate p of A@o0(p,z@)corrected by
a ramp filter function p1. This is the result of Brace
well, et al (12) where the ifitering is performed on
the sheet functions in real space by convolutions and
practical limits of integration, â€”M p
M, re
placing the infinite limits. This â€œconvolution
methodâ€•

spatial

@

.!.@

.A,(p,Z@) eXp@7@'@

Go(u',z0) = J@ge(x',z@)exp@'@'@dx'

@

i:

p scaling

to the

frequency

A(p,4,z@) which overemphasizes
components.

In fact the result

the

of per

advantages

over the FFT

cussed below and elsewhere

(7).

which

are dis

A technique

de

scribed by Chesler (13) also appears to represent an
implementation of this convolution method.
An alternative to the above correction is to inter
polate

the

angularly

sampled

information

in fre

quency space to a rectangular grid of points (14).
This changes the sampling function
sional

comb

function:

comb

No frequency-dependent

to a two-dimen

(u/u0)

scaling

. comb

(v/v0).

is introduced

and

a discrete inverse Fourier transformation in rectangu
lar coordinates may be used. This may be easily
achieved by the fast Fourier transform algorithm.
The rectangular grid required is given by the Whit
taker-Shannon

sampling

theorem.

For

a

space

limited function of maximum diam 2a, the frequency
function

need

only be known

on a rectangular

grid

in frequency space with sample spacings of Â½a. This
fact is used by Bracewell to determine theoretically
the number of projections required to reconstruct
the space function (12). If M is the maximum spatial

forming the inverse transform as written in Eq. 4

frequency

is a reconstruction
equivalent
to the additive trans
verse section tomograms
of Kuhl (4) . This scaling

can determine all sample values in frequency space
with N projections where N
@rM2a.All recon
structions described below were performed using

can be corrected

by introducing

a p filtering in the

numerator of Eq. 4 giving
a(x,y,z@) =f

:@i :[@

8(4k

this latter

n=0,1,2â€¢ . . (2Nâ€”1)
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interpolation

then as shown

in Fig. 3, one

technique.
METHODS

nOo)]

â€¢p.A(p,4@,Z@,)expt2@P(x@@5+Y.8@)p.dp.d4

in the source,

(5)

A program has been written in FORTRAN-IV
to im
plement this technique on our IBM 360/65 com
puter. The program produces images with 64 X 64
983
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MO@â€”@

quantitative

2a
N?@@@@.iM2aV

2a

::::j@@
4

\

To simulate

/

FIG. 3. Schematic
representation
of relationship
between
maxi
desired in reconstruction, M, and number

of equally spaced projections, N, required to achieve this (after
Bracewell,et al, 1967).

picture elements and utilizes the fast Fourier trans
form routine in performing all transformations.
In actual operation the one-dimensional
go(x',zo)
functions are read from each rotation view, Fourier
transformed, and the frequency function synthesized
in polar form. Next an interpolation is performed to
produce

a frequency

function

and the effects of internal

ab

a clinical

problem

a test object

was

devised consisting of a standard ORINS cylindrical
neck phantom containing three vials of activity and
positioned within a larger container of radioactive
fluid. This represents fairly closely the situation of a

/

mum spatial frequency

accuracy

sorption.
Rotation views of each of these objects were ob
tamed for a sufficient length of time to minimize the
effects of counting statistics: Typically each projec
tion would contain from 15,000 to 17,000 counts.

in rectangular

patient

with multiple

metastatic

brain

tumors.

The

amount of radioactivity in this phantom was adjusted
to simulate clinical counting rates, i.e., on the order
of 200,000 cpm. Acquisition time for each rotation
view was 30 sec as this seemed a realistic choice for
actual patient studies in the future.
RESULTS

Figures 4â€”7illustrate reconstructions of each of
our test objects by the FTT. These are unprocessed

coordi

nates. At present a simple linear interpolation
is
being used. The interpolated frequency function is
then inverse transformed to yield a transverse tomo
graphic image. Sequential runs can generate many
contiguous

transverse

section

single set of gamma camera

tomograms

rotation

from

a

views.

All data collection was done with a standard corn
mercial

gamma

Pho/Gamma

camera

HP)

(Searle

Radiographics,

Inc.

collimators.

Each

and standard

camera image (rotation view) was digitized into a
64 by 64 matrix and stored on magnetic disk. A pro

file (projection)
desired tomogram

corresponding to the level of the
was then selected from each dig

itized rotation view and these data were transferred
to magnetic tape which served as the input for the
large computer. The reconstructions
were written

FIG.4. Transverse
section
of capillary
tubewithinside
diam
eter of 1.1 mm. Reconstructionfrom 60 projectionsat 6-deg intervals.

ontomagnetic
tapeandtransferred
backtodiskfor

display and analysis on a small digital image acquisi

tion and processing system ( Medical Data Systems
Corp. â€œModumedTrinary Systemâ€•). This latter sys
tem was also used to digitize and store
rotation views.
A variety of test objects were used
different aspects of the reconstructions.
tube approximately
1 mm in diameter,
radioactivity, was used to evaluate the

1I@rÃ¸

the original
to evaluate
A capillary
filled with
point-spread

.4â€•

function of the system reconstructions including the
resolution characteristics
of the gamma camera. A
group of eight vials of radioactivity in a ring was

used to evaluate the effect of multiple sources. A
group of three vials of radioactivity,
a different

out
984

amount,

surrounding

was imaged

absorbing

each containing

both

medium

with and with

to

estimate

FIG.5. Transverse
section
of looseringof eightvials.Each
vial has inside diameter of 14 mm and approximate diameter of
circle is 130 mm. Reconstruction from 60 projections at 6-deg in

tervals.
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FIG.6. (A) Reconstruction
of three
vials (i.d. 14 mm) each containing different
concentrations of activity showing preser
votion of quantitative relationship. Activity
ratios between adjacent vials should each

be 1.66@l. Measured values in reconstruc
tion are 1.66:1 and 1.71:1. (B) Same as
(A) except vials were placed asymmetrically
in plastic absorber.
Both reconstructions
from 60 proiections at 6-deg intervals.

reconstructions;
smoothing,

A

i.e., no background

filtering,

or contrast

B
subtraction,

enhancement

has

The reconstructions

which we have quantitated

show excellent preservation of quantitative relation

been used; except that negative numbers have been

ships except for alterations

set to zero to permit the positive portion of the image

sorption. These alterations in quantitative accuracy
are most marked near the center of objects and are

to be displayed. This was done because our existing
display system cannot show both positive and nega
tive numbers simultaneously. Some negative portions
of the pictures result from abruptly truncating the
infinite spatial frequency
the frequency

ab

almost absent near the periphery and in imaging
situations in which little absorbing media is present;
e.g., three vials of activity imaged in air.

function

that of the gamma

will always be

camera

DISCUSSION

function.

bandlimited. In general the negative numbers are
small in magnitude with only a few values reaching
an absolute value as high as 10% of the maximum
true image value. The mathematical process known
as apodization could be used to reduce further the
negative portion to smaller values at some expense
in resolution.
The spatial resolution of the reconstructions ap
proaches

by internal

function which is necessary

to represent accurately a space-bounded
In practice

caused

itself. Figures

In theory it should require projections

only through

an arc of 180 deg to reconstruct accurately a tomo
gram by the FTF. We have chosen to use views
through 360 deg for two reasons. This reconstruction
algorithm assumes that the rays have parallel sides.
In fact they diverge slightly. By averaging each real

ray sum by its complement from the opposite side

of the object,this divergenceis minimized.Secondly
this averaging process partially compensates for in
ternal absorption losses.

7A and 7B illustrate this. Figure 7A is a top view
of our â€œheadâ€•
phantom and illustrates what a torno
graphic reconstruction should look like if the spatial

The images at present are only semiquantitative
because the effects of internal absorption and scat
tering have been ignored. These effects can alter

resolution

both the quantitative and spatial relationships within

of the gamma

camera

is preserved.

ure 7B is the actual tomogram.

Fig

the reconstruction

and must be corrected

if a truly

FIG.7. Headphantom.
(A) Camera
image
taken
from
above
represents
â€˜idealâ€•reconstruction. (B) Tomogram re

constructedfrom 120 projectionsat 3-deg
intervals.

Volume 15,Number 11

A

B
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accurate reconstruction
is to be achieved. With our
present reconstruction
technique the magnitude of
these effects appears to be the major limiting factor

on quantitative accuracy.
The effects of quantum noise (Statistics) on tomo
gram quality have not yet been investigated thor

oughly, either theoretically or empirically. However,
the reconstructions

of our

â€œheadâ€•
phantom

were

made under conditions which realistically simulated
the clinical situation both in actual counting rates and
image acquisition times. It appears that quantum

noise does not pose too severe a problem.
Rigorous

clinical trials of this and related recon

However, the results obtained suggest that this could
be a useful clinical tool even at the present level of

development. Implementation at the clinical level
will, however, require the development of adequate
patient-positioning hardware.
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